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SELECTING SERVERCHOICE
After a thorough selection process both in and outside of London, Apex
selected ServerChoice and was immediately impressed by the calibre of its data
centres and its technical service support. ServerChoice was able to provide
flexible and highly secure colocation services and diverse network connectivity,
giving Apex the ability to overcome its infrastructure challenges, offer better
service to customers, and grow its business.
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THE SERVERCHOICE EXPERIENCE
ServerChoice were able to react quickly and work flexibly to
meet all of Seajacks’ technical and operational needs, keeping
well within the tight deadline. Seajacks IT Co-Ordinator,
Daniel Bird, outlines his ServerChoice experience.

ACCESSIBILITY
“We needed somewhere, with good road
connections, low risk-profile, that we
could pop-out to on a Friday afternoon.
ServerChoice provided a top-tier, secure
data centre in just the right location.”

TAILORED COST PACKAGE
“In the first instance we explored a number
of different configuration options with
ServerChoice. They helpfully quoted all
these across 3 to 5 years to provide us a
range of price options.”

RESPONSIVE SERVICE
“Adam has been our contact from our
initial sales call. He’s been there from
the site tour through to on-boarding,
and it’s him we contact on the rare
occasions we have a question.”
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